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Overview

• Transferable skills and the PhD candidate

• PhD on Track: Review and Write

• Writing education on PhD level



PhD candidates’ needs

Orientation, information literacy

Tailored, individual guidance

Research process support



Libraries’ research support

• Courses in transferable skills

• Individual guidance

• Workspaces for collaboration and working side by side

• Internet resources

➢Increased focus on the research process 
➢Increased focus on writing
➢Increased focus on reviewing



Reviewing literature: a transferable skill?

On the one hand:

• Reviewing literature as a 
general part of all research

• Searching, selecting, 
assessing, presenting 
literature as general parts 
of all reviewing

On the other hand:

• Manifold methodological 
requirements

• Diverse genre conventions

• Individual research workflows

• Individual writing processes



Monographs and article dissertations
University of Bergen, 2018-2020



«Transferable skills», and what’s in it for me?

How to answer PhD candidates’ needs of customized 
and process-related guidance in an interdisciplinary 
internet resource?





Search and review > Review and write

• Everyone must review literature

• We cannot say exactly how, but illuminate why

• The whys should always guide the hows

• Aim and function of reviewing as starting point

• Searching and writing as means, not ends

• Focus on work process and best practice







Subject area, traditions, terminology, genre and practice may differ 
- this challenge is addressed in Elements of dissertation



Monograph or article-based dissertation? 



In doubt? Find completed dissertations in your field of research -
become familiar with standards and get inspiration for your own work





The writing process can be challenging… for all of us



Every writer, regardless if you are a philosopher, an engineer or a 
musicologist might run into writer’s block or face other workflow issues



Writing education on PhD level – example

Exercise in advance of the course: 
Find and read a dissertation within your field of research, identify strengths and 
weaknesses regarding literature review and structure of thesis

In sets of three or four:

• Discuss strengths and weaknesses of the theses you have read (20 min)

• Exercise (30 min): 
Describe strategies of planning a literature review (aims, methods, article-
based vs. monograph, integrated or separate chapter, …)
https://padlet.com/michaelgrote1/kqx9tby3y3ad38a7

• Presentation plenary (3 min. per group)

Literature review and publishing for PhD candidates, University of Bergen Library
https://www.uib.no/hf/49990/phd-kurs-overf%C3%B8rbare-ferdigheiter#phdof903

https://padlet.com/michaelgrote1/kqx9tby3y3ad38a7
https://www.uib.no/hf/49990/phd-kurs-overf%C3%B8rbare-ferdigheiter#phdof903


The Libraries’ network for PhD support

• Forum for teaching issues

• 5 network seminars 2017-2022

• Mailing list

• Website

• PhD on Track

https://www.phdontrack.net/nettverk/

https://www.phdontrack.net/nettverk/


Interdisciplinary courses and internet 
resources for PhD candidates

How can we answer PhD candidates’ needs of customized and process-
related guidance?

Experiences, comments, questions?
editors@phdontrack.net
nettverk@phdontrack.net

mailto:editors@phdontrack.net
mailto:nettverk@phdontrack.net

